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Years Of Class Struggle Shaped Egyptian Workers Uprising;

nEED commUnist mobiLization to
rEacH oUr
rEVoLUtionary PotEntiaL

boEing
WorkErs on
army,
DEmocracy &
commUnist
PotEntiaL
SEATTLE, WA — A day never
passes without Boeing workers debating the meaning of the Mid-East
uprisings. I consciously started a
number of these discussions, but, by
now, my friends bring it up on their
own.
Workers have a genius for expressing key political questions in sharp,
riveting ways. We kept revisiting
questions on the army, democracy
and the possibility of communist revolution.

Veterans Discuss Armies
“I can’t believe the Bahrain army
beat those demonstrators as they
slept in the parking lot,” said a veteran friend at shift start. No hello,
how was your weekend!
“Remember how the sergeants
used to yell at us to never let our rifles out of our sight, even when we
were sleeping,” I joked.
‘No shit!” he agreed adding that
we may need those guns in Wisconsin.
“Has anybody started a petition to
recall that governor?” he asked.
“Come on!” I answered. “Do you
really think we get rid of one guy
and it’s going to change capitalism?
“You’re right, he can’t be doing
this on his own. Some big moneymen must be behind it.”
“You’ll never see the U.S. Army
breaking into that Governor’s, beating him up, telling him he can’t destroy those workers lives.”
“No shit!” again.

Capitalist Democracy =
Dictatorship
Another mill hand wandered over
with Egypt and democracy on his
mind. I tried to explain that democracy was, in reality, just another
form of the bosses’ dictatorship.
“We live under a dictatorship,” I
insisted.
Before I could continue he interjected, “Yeah, and the name of the
dictator is John (our boss)!
“You see,” I said. “You come to
work and you understand the real
nature of capitalist dictatorship.
Our boss is the capitalist’s agent.”
He took a Red Flag.

Communism Will Change
How We All Think
A third discussion took place in

a co-worker’s living room with his
wife. He read Red Flag’s lead article, “Capitalism Fails Egyptian Workers.” It showed how the bosses are
not invincible and how the working
class can be a vehicle for revolutionary change.
He was not so sure. “There have
always been these ideas around,” he
theorized. “Sometimes the capitalist
ideas win out; sometimes the communist ideas. Sometimes the unions
are in retreat and sometimes they advance.”
“Well, ideas don’t exist in a milk
bottle,” I retorted. “There’s a material basis to think the working class
can lead a communist revolution.
Mobilizing the masses for communism in the here and now will allow
the workers to reach their potential.”
We discussed how different relations of production led to different
ideas dominating a society. The exploited in slavery were property; the
exploited in feudalism were serfs
tied to the land and nobles. Capitalism, wage slavery, gave birth to a
new class of exploited, the working
class, and with it the potential for
communism. Human nature is defined differently in each of these societies.
We then discussed the material
basis of racism under capitalism.
The bosses have huge economic and
political incentives to promote racist
ideology and practice. Communist
production organized around need,
not profit opens up the possibility of
eliminating racism. His wife lit up.
He hemmed and hawed even as
he saw the logic. Because of our
long friendship, I knew I could put
him on the spot (and me too).
“Is it possible you’re clinging to
this theory that ideas have no basis
in reality because it takes you off the
hook?” I said. “If ideas and movements just come and go with no
rhyme or reason then you don’t have
to grapple with these important
questions of reform or revolution.”
“Look,” he interrupted, not liking
where this was going, “I think these
communist ideas are great and I’ll
contribute in any way I can.”
We arrived at a dollar amount he
would contribute to Red Flag.

arab
WorkErs’
rEbELLions
insPirE DiscUssion, action
aroUnD commUnist iDEas
“The US is in a huge global power
struggle,” is how a student leader summed up the presentation at a campus
forum on the rebellions in the Arab
world.
“They keep us complacent here,” an
older student added, “but things are not
okay.”
The forum began with a very clear and
detailed explanation of how the global
crisis of capitalism is increasing the misery of desperately poor workers in the
Arab world, fueling the revolts there.
This same crisis is heightening tensions between the US and its rivals, especially China. A map helped to show the
pivotal role of energy and gas resources
in this conflict. As critical as oil is to modern industry and warfare, the issue is
much deeper. US capitalists, forced to
abandon the gold standard in 1971, turned
instead to “petrodollars” based on military alliances that allowed them to control
Mideast oil. This allowed them to create
print and electronic money, dominating
world trade.
The present rebellions are changing
that balance of power. Iran’s influence is
rising, especially in Iraq, Bahrain, and
other places with large Shi’a Muslim populations. That of the US is declining (see
RF v. 2 #2). The only possible outcome
is world war.
And, unlike previous world wars, this
one will profoundly affect the lives of
workers and others within the US.
Students followed the talk intently and
took it very seriously.
“Workers have solutions,” one said.
“We can use science and technology to
replace oil and improve our lives. The
dang big old fat cats are keeping us in oil
to make profits.”
An ICWP comrade spoke of the heroic
part played by Egyptian workers in the
uprisings. Strikers have demanded the
mass firing of bosses and a 300% increase in workers’ bonuses. But illusions
that reform can make capitalism meet
workers’ needs hold back the struggle for
communist revolution. It’s an illusion to
think that democracy or capitalism can
ever meet their aspirations. “People have
to be conscious of what we’re replacing
capitalism with,” she said, explaining
why communism is the answer.
“I’m huge fan of tearing down democracy as it exists in America,” a student

said. “The capitalists don’t really care
how they govern. It’s the pursuit of
money.” He said that “communism is the
solution to capitalism, but not to democracy” and wanted to know what kind of
leadership we would need.
“Why does it have to be capitalism or
communism?” one student complained,
“And what’s wrong with capitalism?”
“What’s the difference between socialism
and capitalism?” Others explained that
socialism was another form of capitalism.
The mistake of earlier communists, who
thought socialism would lead to capitalism, has contributed to widespread anticommunism. We need to confront this
head-on. This sharp, frank and wide-ranging discussion was a good step.
On the day before the meeting, county
sheriffs and school officials threatened to
arrest comrades distributing Red Flag on
this campus. Ironically, they were at a
“Black History Month” outdoor meeting
where the main speaker was describing
his participation in the anti-racist 1961
Freedom Rides.
Then the sheriffs stopped student club
members from passing out flyers advertising their forum about the Arab uprisings. An angry group immediately
confronted several college administrators.
It quickly became clear that the sheriffs’
orders had come from college officials.
With major cutbacks looming, these
mini-Mubaraks fear that working-class
students, mostly black and latino/a, will
mobilize themselves to fight back. Like
US-inspired pro-democracy leaders, they
only want to mobilize students for their
own aims — in this case, passing Gov.
Brown’s tax hikes.
In the words of a Neville Brothers’
song: “There’s freedom of speech, as
long as you don’t say too much. But you
can’t stop running water. You can’t hide
the fire that burns inside.”
Now students and faculty are mobilizing to make the center of campus an official “free speech area.” More are
planning to protest the racist budget cuts,
instead of being “part of the process” to
decide what gets cut.
Red Flag readers are supporting this
effort, but we are telling our friends that
“free speech” is not the issue. An important lesson of the Arab uprisings is that
repression can’t stop the working class.
The main obstacles are within ourselves
and our movement, and these can be
overcome.
Students have agreed to develop networks to get out Red Flag and other information through friends and in our
classrooms. The huge positive response
that comrades have already gotten to Red
Flag should encourage them to boldly
mobilize for a communist May Day and
beyond.

onE cLass, onE Party, onE FLag!
join tHE intErnationaL commUnist WorkErs’ Party

